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IV. MAGNDATA: a database of magnetic 
structures  



Sr2F2Fe2OS2  (MAGNDATA #2.2) 

Update: by April 2022 it contains about 1800 structures 



MAGNDATA: A collective endeavour 

•  Bilbao: Samuel V. Gallego, J. Manuel Perez-Mato, L. Elcoro,  G. 
Madariaga, Mois I. Aroyo  

•  Ankara: Emre S. Tasci 

•  Tsukuba: Koichi Momma (VESTA) 

•  Northfield, MN: Robert  M. Hanson (Jmol) 

J. Appl. Cryst.  (2016) 49,  1750-1776 (Commensurate structures) 

J. Appl. Cryst.  (2016) 49,  1941-1956 (Incommensurate structures) 



k=0 – structures (Type I or III MSG symmetry). The most interesting ones for 
magneto-structural properties!  (magnetic point group without time reversal) 

label 0.n 

(no antitranslation) k=(0,0,0) 



label 1.0.n 

Also of Type I or III MSG symmetry. The most interesting ones for magneto-
structural properties!  (magnetic point group without time reversal) 

no antitranslation k≠(0,0,0) BUT (nk=H with n-odd) 



label 1.n 

Type IV MSG symmetry. Magnetic point group includes time reversal as 
those of non-magnetic structures: symmetry restrictions on  tensor properties 
similar to non-magnetic structures. 

antitranslations k≠(0,0,0) with (nk=H with n-even) 



labels 2.n and 3.n 

2k and ≥3k structures 
All types of MSG symmetries (with and without antitranslations) 



Search optional filters 



ordering 
according to 
 parent space group  

Other optional 
orderings 



Heading of an entry: 

magCIF file 

for editing 

for 3D online visualization 



JSmol  online 3D visualization 



magCIF file 

Magnetic group (MSG) 

independent atomic 
positions (split by 
decrease to the MSG)   



 it includes a direct link to 
the reference (DOI) 



Links to other 
programs 

mz  is symmetry 
allowed, but zero 

#1.13 



mz is a third harmonic 
that can appear 
through coupling   

k-maximal symmetry 



Na3Co(CO3)2Cl 

space group:  Fd-3 magnetic ordering wih k=(0,0,0) 

(magndata #0.70) 

Possible maximal symmetries compatible with the observed 
propagation vector (k-maximal symmetries) 

About 76% of the structures have k-maximal symmetry 

“all-in/all out” “two in/two out” 



magndata #0.36 NiF2 

P42/mnm1’   à  Pnn’m’ (b,-a,c;0,0,0) 

weak FM along y  

•     PNPD 
•     my = weak ferromagnetic component 
•     value of weak F component from macroscopic measurements 
•     very small orthorhombic strain of the unit cell detected in 
other studies. A Pnnm structural model consistent with the 
magnetic symmetry has been reported (icsd 73728) 

irrep mGM5 (2-dim), special direction 

k=(0,0,0) 

k-maximal symmetry 

“historical” weak ferromagnet 

weak FM is explained by the MSG of the structure 



Multi-k structures 



multiaxial structures that are single k: 



CrN 

k=(1/2,1/2,0) 

Phys Rev (1960) 117 929  

MSG: Panma 

Paramagnetic symmetry: Fm-3m1’ 

colinear structure – “symmetry protected” 

Magndata 1.28 

k-maximal symmetry 



Spin canting vs. collinearity :  

spin canting consistent with the MSG 

symmetry allowed spin canting is often observed 
(specially with single crystal diffraction:  
only 10% strict collinear structures are not forced by symmetry) 



La2O2Fe2OSe2 (#1.58)  

deceptive simplicity 
of a collinear arrangement 

It requires 2 primary 
Irreps ! 

k=(1/2,0,1/2) 

Polar symmetry ! 



conflicting models: 



Some “dubious” structures: 

1.0.1  Ag2CrO2 

k=(1/5,1/5,0) 

P-3m11’ -> C2’/m 
trigonal monoclinic -> 

1.0.7  LuFe2O4 

k=(1/3,1/3,0) 

R-3m1’ -> C2’/m’ 
trigonal monoclinic -> 

Claimed to be 
multiferroic, but 
Inconsistent with 
symmetry and  
structure 

k-maximal symmetry 

k-maximal symmetry 

reported weak 
FM inconsistent 
with the symmetry. 

Equality of moments 
requires existence of 
reflections correponding 
to a 3k spin wave, and 
they were not observed. 



k=(0,0,0) 

U3Ru4Al12  Phys. Rev. (2012) 85 064412 

MSG: Cmcm’ 

U1_1 

U1_2 

This magnetic order splits the U atoms into two types 

This phase allows that the two U atoms have different non-related moments 

There is NO symmetry reason to expect that the orientation  
of the moments of the two atoms have the very specific relation  
assumed in the model: it is not symmetry “protected”  

Paramagnetic symmetry: P63/mmc 

Apparent (but false) symmetries: this specific “regular” arrangement 
does not have associated an hexagonal or trigonal symmetry 

This orientation is not expected to be special (extremal) in the 
energy map 

    (Magndata 0.12) 



“Concomitant” structural transitions: 

About 60% of the collected structures allow structural distortions 
 forbidden in the paramagnetic phase 

In most cases, these possible induced structural distortions 
are weak and remain unobserved.  

But for a few tens of structures a so-called concomitant or 
simultaneous structural phase transition is reported  

In a majority of cases, the structural transition can be explained 
as a magnetostructural effect due to the magnetic symmetry break  
and a single phase transition exists. 



“Concomitant” structural transition: 

I4/mmm1’   à  CAmca (c,a-b,a+b;0,0,0 ) 

CAmca (BNS)  =  FCmm’m’ (OG) 
    64.480       =   69.10.614 

“Root” space group in BNS: Cmce (64) 
“Root” space group in OG: Fmmm (69) 

“Concomitant” symmetry break for structural degrees of freedom: 

I4/mmm à Fmmm 

a Fmmm structural distortion is reported  

CaFe2As2 (magndata #1.52) 





Ba3NbFe3Si2O14 (#1.1.17) 

P3211'(00γ)000s  

Symmetry described by a 
magnetic superspace 
group (MSSG) 



MSSG 

Magnetic point group 

Average positions 
and average moments, 
If any 

Spin modulations 



Relations between 
the spin modulations of all 
the atoms in the unit cell 



Possible  MSSGs and the corresponding models have been 
derived using JANA2006 or ISODISTORT 

for each irrep the possible MSSGs and models are derived: 



Possible  MSSGs and the corresponding models have been 
derived using JANA2006 or ISODISTORT 

for each irrep the possible MSSGs and models are derived: 



Now you can help to complete the 
database and submit your structure(s) 
or any other published structure that 
you may fancy.  





STRCONVERT: Editor of Structure magCIF files and other formats 





magCIF file can 
be produced: 



Tutorial_magnetic_sect
ion_BCS_3 
Only section 3 

Tutorial to follow:  

Depending on your preferences, you can follow as an alternative, section 2 
(modelling of a multi-k structure) and/or section 4 (BNS vs. OG) of this 
tutorial 3, or follow them as a continuation of section 3, if there is still time 
available.  


